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ABSTRACT
Frequency sweeps are commonly used for
determination of master curves using Time
Temperature Superposition or TTS. Here we
propose to use the approach based on creep
testing and the subsequent transformation of
creep compliance J(t) to viscoelastic moduli,
G’(w) and G’’ (w) proposed by Duffy et al.
The creep compliance J(t) contain
information about all frequencies not just the
individual frequencies selected in the
frequency sweep Furthermore, a frequency
spectrum can be acquired in a fraction of the
time required for standard frequency sweep
so for systems that are changing with time,
temperature or other physical or chemical
reactions taking place time saving can be
important.
Using creep testing, applying a Burgers
model to the creep data and the following
conversion to moduli and create master
curves can generate time savings and higher
accuracy since data are less affected by
physical or chemical reaction like solvent
evaporation and drying.
Master curves will be created from both
frequency sweeps and moduli from creep
converted data.
In this paper we propose an alternative to
Small Amplitude Oscillatory Shear (SAOS)
to generate fast informative information at
low frequencies by using creep testing and
the subsequent transformation of J(t) to G'(ω)
and G"(ω) using the method proposed by
Duffy et al4, since J(t) contains information
about all oscillation frequencies it is possible

to determine a frequency spectrum in a
fraction of the time required for generating a
frequency sweep to low frequencies.
INTRODUCTION
Standard Small Amplitude Oscillatory
shear measurements to low frequencies can
be time consuming and measurement times
exceeding 600s is not uncommon. Creep
measurements and the subsequent creep to
modulus conversion method has the
advantage of shortening the time scale of
experiment and measure on different time
scales/ frequency scale compared to a
frequency sweep from high too low
frequency. Each creep test contains discrete
information about each frequency and strain.
METHOD
The method for the Creep to Modulus
conversion is based on microrheology testing
using tracer particles, where the mean square
displacement of the tracer particle as function
of time is monitored using a dynamic light
scattering technique.
A relationship between the MSD of a
tracer embedded in a viscoelastic fluid and
the creep compliance of that fluid J(t) can be
established since in the Laplace frequency
~
domain ~
J (s) = 1/ sG(s) , can be shown that
J(t) and Δr2(t) are linearly related according
to Eq. 1. A microrheology experiment can
therefore be considered analogous to a
mechanical creep test performed in the linear
viscoelastic regime and data can be presented
in a common rheological format using J(t)
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without the need for transformation to the
frequency domain

J(t ) =

pa
Dr 2 ( t )
k BT

(1)

Furthermore, the mean square displacement
in Eq. 1 can be substituted with the creep
compliance to give the following relation,

G* (w) »

1
J(1 / w)G[1+ a(w)]

(2)

with α(ω) defined according to Eq. 3

a(w) =

d ln J( t )
d ln t t =1/ w

(3)

Therefore, the methods developed for
obtaining viscoelastic properties from the
MSD in a microrheology measurement can
be equally applied to the creep compliance,
thus facilitating an approach for converting
the time dependent creep compliance to
frequency
dependent
moduli
for
measurements made on a rotational
rheometer.
The subsequent transformation of J(t) to
G'(ω) and G"(ω), using the method proposed
by Duffy et al4, contains information about
all oscillation frequencies, not just the
discrete harmonics used in a multiwave test.
Creep data can be converted to modulus
data either without model fitting or fitted to a
Burgers model given by Eq. 4 below and then
converted to modulus data.
/

*

J(t) = J& + ∑ J* +1 − et 0 + 1

2

(4)

Figure 1. Data from a Creep to modulus
conversion compared with data from a
frequency sweep (black)
The data in Fig. 1. shows a very good
agreement between creep converted data and
frequency sweep data. The results show that
creep recovery experiments can be converted
to dynamic data over a wide frequency range.
For most applications frequency sweep
data should be selected for high frequencies
since data are of better quality. Creep data
will generate faster data at low frequencies.
The master curve generation is done by
shifting data either from complex viscosity or
complex modulus in a horizontal shift to a
reference temperature. In this paper all
reference temperature is the lowest measured
temperature for each example.
The use of Time Temperature
Superposition is common for polymer melts
and polymer solutions but it is also possible
to use with care for other types of viscoelastic
liquids and solids.
The Superposition is based on the
temperature dependence of materials and this
is expressed by the Williams-Landel-Ferry
relation, Eq. 5 below.
log aT= -C1(T-Tref)/C2+(T-Tref)

The converted data using the Burgers
model can be compared with a frequency
sweep for the same sample. The data are
shown in Fig. 1. Representing a polymer
melt, polypropylene, at 200°C.
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By plotting the log aT vs. temperature a
characteristic graph of the temperature
dependency of the shifted parameter is
obtained. For multiple parameters within the
same data set similar shift factors should be
obtained.
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The vertical shift factor, which is not used
in this paper, is to correct for the density
change of the sample with temperature given
by Eq. 6.
bT = rrefTref/(rT)

40°C, 0.02Pa
20°C, 0.05Pa

10°C, 0.1Pa

(6)

The shift factors have different
temperature dependence and aT has a larger
temperature dependence compared to bT.
Over a limited temperature range therefore bT
shift factors can be ignored.
For temperature above the glass transition
temperature the horizontal shift factors can
be used to predict the activation energy of the
tested material, according to Eq. 7.
7
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Figure 2. Creep curves for 10, 20 and
40°C for an apricot food pure.
The creep curves are converted to
modulus and the converted data together with
frequency sweep data show a good
agreement in Fig. 3. A small deviation is
observed at high angular frequencies that
could be an effect of creep ringing at short
times and/or that the model is overpredicting
elastic properties at short time scales.

(7)

RESULTS
The results presented are for three types
of systems, a yield stress food pure sample, a
low viscosity shower gel and a high viscosity
polymer solution.
The experimental data are gathered using
a set of fixed temperatures. For the food pure
the test temperature was set to 10, 20 and
40°C using a splined bob and cup geometry.
Each temperature step contains an
equilibrium time of 5 min, followed by and
amplitude sweep to determine the linear
viscoelastic region. The results from the
amplitude sweep (0.0001-0.005) are used to
deduce the stress/strain condition to be used
in frequency sweep (10-0.01Hz) and creep
recovery respectively. For the food pure a
rest period of 30s between frequency sweep
and creep testing is introduced to allow for
rest stresses from oscillation to dissipate. The
test is set in a loop form that allows for the
instrument to control the complete
measurement without user interference.
Fig. 2. show the creep tests over 120s at
three test temperatures and shear stress used.

10°C

20°
C

40°C

Figure 3. Creep to modulus converted
data (symbols and lines) compared with
frequency sweep data (symbols only) for
10°C (circles), 20°C (squares) and 40°C
(crosses)
The creep converted moduli can be used
for generating a master curve using the Time
Temperature Superposition method. In Fig. 4
the master curve from the creep converted
moduli is compared with a master curve
created from the frequency sweep data with
10°C as the reference temperature utilizing
h* as the shift parameter.
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Fig. 5 with 5°C as reference temperature and
G* as the shift parameter.

Figure 4. Master curves for both creep
converted moduli (lines) and frequency
sweep (symbols)
A good agrement is observed and the only
difference is that the frequency sweep data
show a slightly lower modulus that can be
explained by a thermal equilibrium and build
up time during measurement for a structured
sample.
The shift factors for the Time
Temperature Superposition from creep
converted data and frequency sweep are
shown in Table 1.

Figure 5. Master curves for creep
converted moduli data (symbols and lines)
and frequency sweep data (symbols) at a
reference temperature of 5°C.
The shift factors for the TTS are shown in
Table 2 with 5° as reference temperature

Table 2. Shift factors for the Time
Temperature superposition of creep
converted data and frequency sweep data

Table 1. Shift factors with reference
temperature 10°C from master curves
generated with creep and frequency sweep
data
For a high viscous polymer solution, the
test was performed, using parallel plates of
20mm diameter, as an automatic sequence
from 5-80°C in steps of 15°C. The sequence
performs at each temperature a thermal
equilibrium for 15 min followed by a
frequency sweep from 10 to 0.01Hz at a fixed
strain of 0.005. This is followed by a creep
test at 50Pa for 120s, a rest period of 5 min
followed by another creep test at 100Pa for
120s. The resulting master curves from both
creep converted moduli from creep data
(100Pa) and frequency sweep are shown in
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The Arrhenius model fit to the data from
the superposition for both frequency sweep
and creep converted data are presented in
Table 3 where K1 represents Ea/R

Table 3. Arrhenius model data from the
Time temperature superposition of creep
converted data and frequency sweep data
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conversion will generate higher moduli data.
The frequency sweep will give lower data
since the strain is transmitted to the sample
with a larger area, thus measuring a lower
complex shear stress.

Table 4 The C1 (K1) and C2 (K2)
constants from the WLF (Williams-LandelFerry) model

The last practical example is a body
shampoo that can be treated as a low
viscosity polymer solution. The test was
performed using a parallel plate of 40 mm
diameter. At each temperature the following
test order was performed.

From Table 4 the model fit is quite
different as can be seen from the data of log
(shift factor) plotted vs temperature in Fig. 6.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 6. Log shift factor vs temperature for
the Williams-Landel-Ferry model fit with
creep data (line) and frequency sweep data
(line and symbol)

Sample loading
Thermal equilibrium for 5 min
Amplitude sweep (0.0001-0.5 strain)
Frequency sweep (10-0.1Hz)
Creep recovery (5 Pa)
Set new test temperature and change
sample

The creep curves results from the
temperatures 5, 25 and 45°C with models are
shown in Fig. 7.

These differences can be expected when
the fit data are in different frequency regions.
As seen from Fig. 5 the data are not
overlapping. A hypothesis can be that the
sample is expanding with temperature. This
is compensated in two ways:

5Pa, 40°C; 25°C; 5°C

• Thermal expansion of sample
• Thermal expansion of geometries
Figure 7. Creep curves (red symbols) and
creep model fit (black lines)

The geometry expansion due to
expansion of metal with temperature are
utilized so gap change due to the thermal
expansion is compensated by a small gap
increase with temperature. The thermal
expansion of the of sample has not been
controlled in the same way and this leads to a
slight increase in sample diameter at elevated
temperatures that can give rise to a shift in
data with temperature.
The result in a creep experiment is that for
a fixed stress the strain will be lower than
expected and therefore the creep to modulus

The main concern using modelling is
that at short time scale the model will never
fit the creep curve (creep ringing). To use a
time limit, here 0.05s, as the minimum time
can partly overcome this fact.
One of the main criteria to use creep
measurements and using a model to get faster
access to low angular frequencies is to model
data for zero shear viscosity or predict at
viscosity increase at lower frequencies for
gels or yield stress viscoelastic solids.
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Fig. 8 shows the master curves at a
reference temperature of 5°C for data from
the creep conversion using Burgers model
and directly measured small amplitude
oscillatory shear data.

Figure 8. Master curves for creep model
converted data (symbols) and frequency
sweep data (black symbols and lines)

Table 5. Shift factors for the creep data TTS
conversion compared with the frequency
sweep TTS
The data from the master curves are used
to model the complex viscosity using a
Carreau model. The Carreau model is shown
in Eq. 8.
h ?h

2
@
h∗ = h¥ + (7A(BC)
D )E

(8)

where
h* is complex viscosity
h¥ is infinite shear viscosity
h0 is zero shear viscosity
ω is angular frequency
k inversely prop. to shear thinning onset
n is shear thinning index
In Fig. 9 and Table 6 the Carreau model
for two master curves are compared.
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Table 6. Carreau model for master curves
from creep converted data and from
frequency sweep data.

Figure 9. Carreau model on complex
viscosity vs. ang frequency for creep
converted data (red) and frequency sweep
data (blue)
Shown in Table 6 and Fig. 9 the data for
zero shear viscosity is very similar and the
discrepancy in data are from data generated
at higher angular frequencies which is
evident in the K3 (k value in Eq. 8) value
which is lower for the frequency sweep
giving a higher shear rate for onset of nonNewtonian flow. The n value, or shear
thinning index, is affected by the model fit to
both the low and high frequency data and
having more data in the lower shear region
affect modelling at high shear rates.
CONCLUSION
Master curves from creep curves is a
useful tool to expand the frequency range
towards lower frequencies on measurable
time scales. Coupled with high frequency
sweep data to generate high frequency data
this becomes an interesting combination even
for single temperatures.
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